Presence and dimensional assessment of power take-off (PTO) protection of new Brazilian agricultural tractors
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Abstract: Contact with tractor moving parts is one of the most frequent causes of accidents with agricultural machinery. Thus, the present study aims to verify the presence of power take-off (PTO) master shield and its dimensional specification, in new Brazilian agricultural tractors, according to ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016) standard. We evaluated 43 agricultural wheeled tractors models, with power above 36.8 kW, distributed in seven dealers located in Santa Maria, RS. Data collection was based on the visual verification of the presence or absence of PTO master shield (BRASIL, 2013), as well as its dimensional variables verified through the use of measuring tape. Regarding the presence, 100% of the analyzed models contained the PTO master shield. Regarding the PTO master shield dimensions, tractor models classified as PTO type 2 or 3, fulfilled 100% of the current standard, however, considering PTO type 1, 79.31% showed total compliance. Regarding to the tractor manufacturers brands, four out of seven was totally non-compliant, two brands was non-compliant in most of the dimensional variables studied and only the brand “D” was 100% compliant in all variables analyzed. Thus, the most agricultural tractors manufacturers studied are placing on the Brazilian market tractors who are not totally compliant with PTO master shield standard, which may favor the occurrence of accidents.
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1 Introduction

The agriculture evolution has opened channels for the expansion of agricultural frontiers. In Brazil, the increase in modernization and agricultural production began to show significant results in the twentieth century, more precisely during the 1960s and 1970s in the period known as the Green Revolution (Vian et al., 2013; Gerhard, 2016; Gonçalves, 2017). At this time, there was a growing stimulus to the development of mechanization, intensifying the production of agricultural tractors, which have the purpose of transporting, traction and supplying power for implements, which facilitates the accomplishment of activities in rural areas (Schlosser, 2001; Rinaldi et al., 2016).

From the use of tractors, Madeira (2011) considered that there was an improvement in working conditions, experienced by workers in the agricultural environment, contributing to the minimization of physical efforts. However, it is possible to observe that this equipment is involved in the majority of the accidents that occur in the agricultural environment (Fernandes et al., 2014; Corrêa et al., 2016; Alçayir and Haciseferoğlu, 2017; Cividino et al., 2018). The contact with the cardan shaft was responsible for 37.5%, 29.82% and 20.9% of the accidents occurrences with agricultural tractors, respectively to studies by Monteiro (2010), Fernandes et al. (2014) and Alçayir and Haciseferoğlu (2017).

According to the data obtained by Lubicky and
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Feinberg (2009), in the analysis of the index of fractures and amputations in children and adolescents after accidents in USA rural properties, the agricultural tractor was the machine most commonly associated with these injuries (33.2%) and the entanglement with moving parts, was the most cited mechanism (36.3%). This information is corroborated by Madeira (2011), where two-thirds of the accidents, occurred on rural properties in Minas Gerais, are related to agricultural tractors, and the contact with moving parts of the tractor, are the more frequent nature of accidents. In addition, a study of Cividino et al. (2018) in North-East of Italy showed that the power take-off (PTO) guards were missing in 24.7% of sampled tractors.

The power take-off (PTO), is a splined shaft located usually at the rear of the tractor above the drawbar. It presents the function of transmitting the power of the engine, through the cardan shaft, for the drive of agricultural machinery and equipment coupled to the tractor (Machado et al., 2017). Due to this fact, PTO becomes a hazard for accidents. In addition, contact with the shaft can cause serious accidents or fatalities, as their use is not always associated with adequate protection and safety measures. Thus, studies on ergonomics and safety, seek to inform and alert about the hazards involved in the operation of agricultural machinery and equipment. Complementarily, Brazilian laws and standards, like BRASIL (2013) and ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016) standard, aim to minimize the risk of accidents in the interaction between man and machine.

The regulatory norm of occupational health and safety in agriculture, livestock, forestry and aquaculture, denominated BRASIL (2013), deals with agricultural machines and implements, determining the presence of a PTO master shield protection on agricultural tractors. The standard ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016) Agricultural tractors – Rear mounted power take-off types 1, 2, 3 and 4, part 1 is about general specifications, safety requirements, dimensions for master shield and clearance zone.

In view of the mandatory PTO protection and the dimensional specifications presented by legislation and standards, the present study aims to verify the presence of PTO master shield in new agricultural tractors and master shield dimensional specification, according to the ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Location and characterization

The study was carried out in the municipality of Santa Maria, central region of the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. For the data collection, technical visits were made in January, 2018 to seven agricultural tractors dealers installed in the municipality: Agrotec Comércio de Máquinas Agrícolas; RGS Agrícola; Green Mechanized Systems Vales; Dosul Machinery; Itaimbé Agricultural Machinery; Super Tratores Máquinas Agrícolas Ltda; Tritec Valtra Santa Maria, which represent the following brands: Agrale, Case, John Deere, LS Tractor, Massey Ferguson, New Holland and Valtra, respectively.

We evaluated new wheeled agricultural tractors, assembled or manufactured in Brazil in 2017. The tractors were available to the Brazilian market, through the dealerships of the respective manufacturers. The location, dealers, brands, and the number of tractors evaluated were based on the resources availability (material, human and infrastructure). It was attributed to each tractor brand evaluated, a general name: Brand A, Brand B, Brand C, Brand D, Brand E, Brand G and Brand H.

The study delimitation aimed to evaluate the tractor models’ original factory characteristics, without worrying about the occurrence of changes that can be caused by the user or through field use.

2.2 Procedures for data collection

Data collection for this study covered a sample of 43 different agricultural tractors models, with power above 36.8 kW. These were available at the visited dealers, being: a) two models of Brand A; b) five models of Brand B; c) eleven models of Brand C; d) three models of Brand D; e) eight models of Brand E; f) eight models of Brand F; and g) six models of Brand G.

For further analysis, the tractors were grouped by engine power ranges, according to the characteristics of the PTO types, described at ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016), as follows: Type 1 – less than 110 kW; Type 2 - between 110 kW and 130 kW; Type 3 - between 130 kW and 300 kW; and, Type 4 – between 300 kW and 450 kW.

(1) The brands and/or dealers mention does not suggest approval or recommendation by the authors.
The data acquisition resulted from the visual verification of PTO master shield presence or absence, according to BRASIL (2013). Therefore, the dimensional variables of the PTO master shield were measured by the use of Tramontina Master 43156/303 measuring tape, according to ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016) standard (Figure 1 and Table 1).

Note: Dimensions in millimeters; Source: BRASIL (2013); ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016).

Table 1  PTO master shield dimensions and clearance zone by PTO Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
<th>Type 3</th>
<th>Type 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a min.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m ± 5 mm</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n ± 5 mm</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p ± 10 mm</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dimensions in millimeters.

a for tractors equipped with TDP Type 3, which can be adapted to also provide a TDP Type 1 or 2, the master shield only needs to meet specifications for TDP type 3.

b for tractors equipped with TDP Type 4, which can be adapted to also provide a TDP Type 1, 2 or 3, the master shield only needs to meet the specifications for TDP Type 4. Source: BRASIL (2013); ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016).

This procedure was adopted in an analogous way for each tractor model available at the dealerships visited. Subsequently, the data collected were digitalized in an electronic file in Microsoft Excel® format, containing information about the models, power, brand, PTO master shield presence and respective dimensions.

### 3 Results and discussions

Regarding to the presence, 100% of the analyzed models contained the PTO master shield, satisfying the BRASIL (2013) requirement. This fact, compared to the study by Corrêa et al. (2005) demonstrated evolution in the presence of safety items in Brazilian agricultural tractors. In the mentioned study, when verifying safety requirements on 487 tractors in use and 31 new ones, at São Paulo state, the authors observed 17.3% PTO master shield presence at used tractors and 71% at new tractors. In complement, in a study carried out by Corrêa et al. (2016), of the 112 tractors evaluated, 62.5% showed the presence of PTO master shield, indicating greater adherence to the norms by new tractors.

According to Reis and Machado (2009), old tractors were an aggravating factor for the occurrence of accidents, given the natural depreciation of the machine. Corroborating this profile, Cividino et al. (2018) said that missing protection devices are mostly related to tractor’s old age and, in complement, Madeira (2011) showed that 89.5% of the tractors analyzed with more than 40 years of use did not show any type of protection at PTO area.

The importance of the presence of PTO master shield is related to the high response time of the human compared to the rotation involved. This is because the time between the perception of the movement situation and the reaction of the human being, takes an average of ¾ of a second. In that time interval, the PTO with 540 rpm rotation, for example, is capable of giving about 6 turns, rolling clothes, or even some body member. To reduce the possibility of accidents, always keep the PTO protection in place (Reis and Machado, 2009).

From the total of 43 models analyzed, 29 are in the range of Type 1 PTO, which corresponds to 67% of the sample. In relation to PTO Type 2 and Type 3, they corresponded to 1 and 13 models, characterizing 3% and 30% of the sample, in that order. Figure 2 shows the level of compliance of the protection dimensions, for each PTO Type.

The master shield dimension denominated ‘a’ showed complete compliance in the models evaluated with PTO Type 1 and 2, in addition to 53.85% of consonance in the models with PTO Type 3, standing out as the most consistent variable with the standard. While the dimensions ‘m’ and ‘n’ were, in general, the ones that presented lower levels of compliance, highlighting
negatively. Dimensions ‘a’ and ‘m’ refer to master shield frontal and lateral side, respectively, so the non-compliance may allow inadvertently access to the moving parts, contributing to accidents (Reis and Machado, 2009), as in the cases reported in the virtual media (Guillen, 2011; Patriarca, 2014; Anon, 2015; Radar, 2016) and in the technical literature (Debiasi and Schlosser, 2002; Corrêa et al., 2003; Beer et al., 2007).

When analyzing the total compliance level (Figure 2d), comparing PTO Types, it can be observed that analyzed agricultural tractors models with PTO Type 2 or 3 did not fully meet the current standard. This result may have been influenced by the sample size, mainly in the PTO Type 2, which corresponds to 3% of the total models. However, tractors with up to 110 kW of power, classified as PTO Type 1, 79.31% showed total compliance with the ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016) requirements.

According to the Brazilian Yearbook of Tractors (2017), 57.5% of the total number of agricultural tractors models available in the country are offered in the power range of 37 kW to 147 kW. In accordance with data from Anfavea (2016), in the last two years, 47% of total tractor sales in Brazil were models with up to 59.7 kW of power and approximately 30% in the power range of 59.7 and 97 kW. It should be noted that the greater availability of models and sales occur in the similar power range. It is observed a trend to increase tractor safety level when the tractor power was increased (Oldoni et al., 2017).

As believed by Debiasi and Schlosser (2002), the non-compliance of a standard could bring countless negative consequences. In a study carried out by the authors, the lack of tractors moving parts protection was one of the main causes of 75% of the accidents involving tractors in the central region of Rio Grande do Sul state in Brazil.

The PTO protection is part of top ten tractor safety items (Oldoni et al., 2017). The same authors indicated that the presence of safety items in tractors were directly
related to the final product purchase cost and, complementary, a lack of specific legislation could lead a low safety level tractor. In other hand, tractors with more safety items could lead a reduction in the number of accidents.

In order to characterize the accidents with agricultural tractors in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil, Fernandes et al. (2014), observed among the various types of accidents found, the one with the highest level of risk was the contact with moving parts of the tractor or implement. According to the same authors, this was due to the fact that the contact with the cardan shaft was the occurrence with the highest frequency among the reported accidents, as well, present a high level of severity.

Figure 3 shows the level of compliance of PTO master shield dimensions by tractor brand assessed (A – G) and the total compliance level (H).
The dimensions ‘a’, ‘p’ and ‘k’ presented a higher percentage of non-compliance in Brands B, C, D, E and G. On the other hand, the dimensions ‘m’ and ‘n’ presented less compliance in Brands A, B, C, D, E and F. The PTO master shield presence is of paramount importance, but its correct dimensions is of equal significance for preventing accidental contact with moving parts.

When analyzing Figure 3h, it was observed that four of seven brands covered showed total non-compliance (Brands A, B, C and F), two brands (E and G) presented non-compliance in most of the PTO master shield dimensions and only Brand D showed 100% compliance in all analyzed variables. This result indicates that there is no standardization by the Brazilian agricultural tractors manufacturers on the dimensional aspect of the PTO master shield.

This result is consistent with Lima et al. (2005) who indicated that machines were placed on the market without apparent concern of their manufacturers regarding to the certain parameters that were essential to the work performance, such as comfort and safety, which could favor the occurrence of agricultural machinery accidents. Mattar et al. (2010) highlighted the need of more compliance from national agricultural tractors manufacturers on norms and standards related to occupational safety. In addition, Balestra (2008) stated that tractor manufacturers, although they knew certain technical standards, did not apply them, did not contribute to the products homogeneity.

In the product design, the safety requirements fulfillment must be foreseen, both in the informational and in the conceptual phase of the project. Another important aspect is related to the company’s product safety strategic planning, as Alonco (2004) explains. In this way, it can be understood that the companies analyzed use different safety policies, according to the restriction of the market in which they operate, or they do not follow a consistent process of product development that identifies all the safety needs applicable.

Regardless of the consumer market, it is imperative that agricultural tractors fully comply with applicable legislation and standards in order to reduce possible causes of accidents. According to Mattar et al. (2010) compliance with tractors safety standards, allows better ergonomic conditions to operators, acting as a preventive action to possible occupational accidents.

4 Conclusions

Every tractor model evaluated has PTO master shield. However, the results were unsatisfactory in relation to the PTO master shield dimensional compliance. In this sense, 20.69% of tractors with PTO Type 1 and 100% with PTO Type 2 and 3 did not fully meet the requirements of ABNT NBR ISO 500-1 (2016).

Related to the analyzed brands, 57% showed total non-compliance on PTO master shield dimensions. In addition, 29% of brands showed non-compliance in most of the studied variables, and only one brand showed 100% compliance in all PTO master shield dimensions.

Agricultural tractors are being made available to the
Brazilian market, with non-compliance from manufacturers in relation to certain parameters in PTO master shield dimensions, which may favor the accidents occurrence.
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